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Ben Keller knows most of the secrets and sins of the people of Omaha, Nebraska. Growing up in the
seventies as a not-quite-Catholic kid in the very Catholic Omaha, Nebraska, Ben Keller bookmarks his world
through the music of Sting, the wisdom of Warren Buffett, and the Nebraska Cornhuskers. His neighbors and
family anchor him in—what he had thought was—a normal childhood, laced with a suspected boy-stealer, a
creepy creek, and a neighborhood witch. After years of helping his single-mother in her basement salon, Ben
stumbles into owning his own shop, the Vanity Insanity, a salon with amazingly strange people who had
actually made the choice to do hair. The accidental hair stylist finds himself privy to the dreams and dark
secrets of those who are making regular appointments to sit in his safe chair. As their lives cross and their
hairstyles change over the years, Ben slowly starts to accept that his lot in life must be to carry everyone’s
sins and burdens so they can feel better about themselves. Ben laughs at the crazy people, makes fun of the
city in which he grew up, and calls out the mistakes of the Catholic Church, while at the same time elevating
the goodness of all three. Death, a fire, a call from the wacky girlfriend of the father who had abandoned him
thirty-five years earlier, and the quiet and gradual intertwining of a few special clients force Ben to slowly
peel away at the intense denial of his dreams and his feelings regarding infidelity, forgiveness, and the
existence of God.
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From reader reviews:

Charles Anderson:

Reading a e-book tends to be new life style within this era globalization. With reading you can get a lot of
information that can give you benefit in your life. Using book everyone in this world may share their idea.
Guides can also inspire a lot of people. A lot of author can inspire their own reader with their story or even
their experience. Not only the story that share in the guides. But also they write about advantage about
something that you need example of this. How to get the good score toefl, or how to teach your children,
there are many kinds of book that you can get now. The authors nowadays always try to improve their skill
in writing, they also doing some research before they write on their book. One of them is this Vanity
Insanity.

Myrta Bundy:

Are you kind of busy person, only have 10 or perhaps 15 minute in your day to upgrading your mind talent
or thinking skill perhaps analytical thinking? Then you are having problem with the book in comparison with
can satisfy your short time to read it because all of this time you only find guide that need more time to be
read. Vanity Insanity can be your answer as it can be read by you who have those short extra time problems.

Jennifer Bell:

This Vanity Insanity is fresh way for you who has fascination to look for some information given it relief
your hunger info. Getting deeper you onto it getting knowledge more you know or perhaps you who still
having little digest in reading this Vanity Insanity can be the light food to suit your needs because the
information inside this particular book is easy to get by means of anyone. These books develop itself in the
form that is reachable by anyone, sure I mean in the e-book application form. People who think that in book
form make them feel tired even dizzy this guide is the answer. So there isn't any in reading a reserve
especially this one. You can find what you are looking for. It should be here for you actually. So , don't miss
that! Just read this e-book variety for your better life and knowledge.

John Stevenson:

That reserve can make you to feel relax. This book Vanity Insanity was vibrant and of course has pictures on
the website. As we know that book Vanity Insanity has many kinds or style. Start from kids until young
adults. For example Naruto or Private eye Conan you can read and believe you are the character on there. So
, not at all of book usually are make you bored, any it offers up you feel happy, fun and chill out. Try to
choose the best book for you personally and try to like reading this.
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